Abstract. Today, advances in information technologies have generated perhaps the largest and fasted exponential growing of electronic texts. On the Internet there are many electronic documents, such as books, technical documents, news articles, blogs, chats, emails and many other digital files. As a result, a user who wants to read and understand this information in a short time will find it a hard task. In this paper, we have conducted an important work in automatic text summarization. Also, we have considered the particular needs of readers. Thus, a model for personalized summarization base on learning styles theory is proposed.
Introduction
At the presents, advances in information technologies have generated perhaps the largest and fasted exponential growing of electronic texts. Previous studies indicate that the excessive handling of information could cause inefficiency in work, in addition to anxiety and stress [1] . Therefore, in many fields, domains and applications exist the necessity for developing tools that summarized information with different purposes. For example, in Education field the summaries are very needed.
The automatic generation of text summaries consists in taking a text and condensing it in a way sensitive to the needs of the reader [2] . Thus, a useful summary for a reader will be one that takes into account the particular characteristics of readers, such as: knowledge, interests, age, learning styles, etc.
The investigations carried out on Automatic Text Summarization started more than five decades ago with the previous work of Edmundson [3] .
Thenceforth, several theories in linguistics and artificial intelligence have been proposed. Such as, superficial techniques [4, 5, 6] , graph-based techniques [7, 8, 9, 10] , algebraic reduction techniques [11] , statistics [12] , etc. However, these researches are still improving. These researches are looking for methods to generate summaries similar to those generated by humans.
Learning styles theory states that every individual has a particular way to learn which includes strategies and preferences. This theory emphasizes that individuals perceive and process information in different ways. Accordingly, learning styles theory states that learning has more to do with a process focusing the learning style than with the intelligence of individuals. Several learning styles models have been proposed, Felder-Silverman learning Styles Model, which is a well-known and broadly used learning styles model [13, 14] .
In this research work, a model for personalized summarization base on a student model has been proposed. This model will represent the current state of a student. Also, the model includes his/her learning style, among other characteristics. For to do this, we have worked on model the affect and the learning styles of students in order to provide them with more adequate instruction [15, 16, 17] . Besides, we propose a framework based on conceptual graph for abstractive text summarization. The working language is Spanish.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Background on Automatic Text Summarization and learning styles models. Section 3 describes our approach for a model personalized summarization. Finally, Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 4.
Background and Related Work

Automatic Text Summarization
The Automatic Text Summarization is the process of extracting or collecting important information from original text, and showing as summary [18] . The Summaries according its purpose can be classified as: generic, domain-specific and query-based on the other hand, the summaries according its output can be abstractive or extractive [19] .
As it says, single-document summarization generates a summary from single document input. Conversely, multi-document summarization generates a summary from multiple documents input. Generally, these multiple documents discuss the same topic. Summarization of generic purpose summarizes all documents regardless of topics or domains [19] . While the domain-specific summary focuses on a domain of interest. For example, politics, finance, IT or weather news. The query-based summary deals with the information that is requested from users. In general, queries are sentences in natural language or keywords related to a particular topic [20] .
Extractive summarization extracts relevant sentences from the original documents and link them to generate the summary with no changes in the original sentences. In the abstractive summarization, source documents are analyzed and understood using linguistic method to analyze and interpret the document [18, 21] .
Current research proposes several and diverse methods for automatic text summarization such as statistical [22] , machine learning [23, 24] , text connectivity [25, 26] , conceptual graphs [27, 28, 29] , algebraic reduction [30] , clustering and probabilistic models [31, 32, 33] and methods adapted to the reader [34, 35] .
Concept Graphs
Conceptual graphs are structures for knowledge representation based on first-order logic. Graphs are a natural, simple, and fine-grained semantic representation which can be used to describe texts [27] .
Generally, a graph can be denoted in the form G = (V, E), where V represents vertices in the graph and E represents edges between each vertex. In the context of text documents, vertices represent sentences and edges are the weight between two sentences. Consequently, in a graph representing a documents each sentence is a vertex and the weight between each vertex corresponds to the similarity between the two sentences [36] . 
Evaluation Measures for Text Summarization
An important part of the automatic text summarization is the evaluation of the process and results. There are two main tendencies: i) intrinsic evaluation which seeks to measure the quality of the summary, and ii) extrinsic evaluation which measures the performance of the summary in a particular task.
The intrinsic evaluation is based on a standard to be compared with the generated summary. The standard can be an existing dataset (text/summary) or an ideal summary generated by a human. On the other hand, extrinsic evaluation requires to select a task which use the summary, and to measure the impact of using the generated summary instead of the original text. In this evaluation, the problems are the selection of the task and the indicators for the measurement [37] .
The most common measures to evaluate the quality of the summaries are i) the Measure Recall-Oriented Understudy of Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [38] , and ii) Standard measures of information retrieval, such as precision, recall and F-measure. These measures are based on the comparison of n-grams between the automatic summary and a manually generated summary. There are several variants of ROUGE: ROUGE-n, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-SU.
Learning Styles Models
Learning theories describe how people learn concepts and abilities. Diverse learning theories have been proposed, all of them states different, and sometimes, opposite viewpoints. The learning styles theory states that individuals have a particular way to learn which includes strategies and preferences. This theory highlights that individuals perceive and process information in different ways. Consequently, learning styles theory states learning of individuals has more to do with a process focusing the learning style than with the intelligence of individuals [39, 40] .
Several learning styles models have been proposed, such as Felder-Silverman learning Styles Model [13, 14] ; which proposes sensing-intuitive, visual-verbal, active-reflective, and sequential-global as categorizations of learning styles. Learning theory of Kolb works on two levels: a four-stage cycle of learning and four separate learning styles. This theory is concerned with internal cognitive processes of learners.
In this sense, the Honey and Alonso questionnaire on learning styles (CHAEA, for the Spanish Cuestionario de Honey y Alonso de Estilos de Aprendizaje) has been used as a measurement tool to identify the different types of learning styles presented by students [41] . The instrument consists of 80 items presented in the form of questions, of which 20 correspond to learning styles: active, reflective, theoretical and pragmatic. The affirmative answers are added and the total score is obtained for each style, which is compared with the respective scales.
Model for Personalized Summarization
Currently, there are different types of summaries; these will depend on the purpose that the reader has to generate them. The automatic generation of abstracts can generate summaries without taking into account the reader for whom they are intended. This can result in poor understanding or a loss of readers' time. On the other hand, the summaries can be adapted to the peculiarities of the reader, such as: previous knowledge, areas of interest, information needs, learning styles, among other characteristics, to support a better understanding and also to comply with the required information. However, most of the work that has been done revolves around the generic summary [42] .
As previous work, we have worked with intelligent training environments for electrical industry where instruction is presented according to particular needs of students [18, 19] . In this sense, we have a student model which represents previous knowledge, affective state, personality and learning styles of students [20] . In these training environments, students have to read many handbooks, regulation documents and technical documents. We have notice that in some specific training situations, students do not want to read. They prefer to conduct the practices in a trial and error way. For this reason, we think if students have a personalized summary, they could grasp some aspects that could help them to follow their exercises or lessons. For example, a personalized summary could be useful before to start a lesson to decide which topics to learn, or before to take a quiz or to conduct a practice to review the required material. However, we want to focus the particular needs of students considering their individual characteristics in summarization process.
Additionally, in the academic field, graduate students need to read many research works in order to conduct their work and in order to have success in their studies. In this context personalized summaries are also needed.
Considering these two different domains. We propose a model for personalized summarization in intelligent learning environment. The summarization model will generate abstractive, rather than extractive summaries, for Spanish multi-document source. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the intelligent learning environment with the model for personalized summarization.
In a high level, the intelligent learning environment consists of student model, tutor module, expert module and domain knowledge. In order to generate the personalized summaries, the model for text summarization was integrated. The personalization process is based on a student model. The student model is built with base on the student interaction and its performance in lessons, practices and quizzes. The student model contains following information about students: previous knowledge, affective state, personality, learning styles, age and schooling.
In an initial approach, we wanted to provide students with an adaptive summary according to their learning style. Our proposal for learning styles is based on the CHAEA instrument [43] .
The summarization model also integrates linguistic resources built taking into account knowledge about specific topics. This proposal will be applied in the electrical domain, and some topics on Computer Science. We will use techniques based on conceptual graphs for representing the sentences, entities and their relationships.
Our proposed method aims to generate a summary from a set of documents. However, if the documents are not related, a non-representative or incoherent summary could be obtained. Therefore, we propose first grouping related input documents, and then generating the summary.
The method of summarizing consists on several tasks such as: pre-processing, transformation, synthesis and sentences selection. Fig. 3 shows our proposed method for summarization. This proposed method includes four stages: i) Preprocessing stage, ii) Transformation stage, iii) Synthesis stage, and iv) Sentences selection stage. Preprocessing stage: this stage has aims analyzing the collection of documents, such as: segmentation of the text, extraction of tokens, elimination of empty words, identification of the lexical root of the words and morph-syntactic analysis. The segmentation of text consists on defragmenting the text in paragraphs and sentences. In the extraction of tokens, each sentence is composed of tokens that are not more than each of the parts of the sentence, that is, words, numbers, punctuation marks, etc.
In addition, disambiguation mechanism to discern between different meanings is also necessary to apply in this proposed method. Therefore, it is necessary to translate the lexicon of the document into concepts of the knowledge base of the domain. The disambiguation algorithm as linguistic resources must take into account the domain of the text to be summarized. The disambiguation algorithm will analyze the input sentences; and, as result, a list of concepts or meanings of the knowledge base will be obtained.
Transformation stage: Preprocessing and transformation is based on the model proposed by Miranda, Gelbukh, and Sidorov [37] . For the transformation, this model uses linguistic resources in English language, whereas our model will use linguistic resources in Spanish language, and a user model. In this stage, the representation in the form of a graph will be constructed for each sentence of the document. Capturing the semantic structure and the relationships between terms.
Synthesis stage: The synthesis method is based on a set of operations in Conceptual graphs (GCs): generalization, union or association, weighting and pruning [37] .
The generalization operation combines two GCs according to their common elements. For example, the following graphs can be read as G1: Peter buys a crocodile (Peter buys a crocodile) and G2: Mary buys a bird (Mary buys a bird). The GCs are compared and, subsequently, the minimum common concepts to unite them are determined. The hierarchy for crocodile and bird, Animal is the minimum common concept between both concepts; and Person is the least common concept for Peter and Mary. So G3 is the resulting graph after combining the two graphs. G3 can be read as "Two persons buy two animals" (Two people buy two animals).
The union is the operation unites two related concepts of two GCs. This operation supports and improves the results of the weighting process.
The weighting is the operation that filters the most important nodes of the graph. To determine the importance of the nodes, the HITS algorithm is used. HITS is an iterative algorithm that takes into account the degree of input and the degree of output of the node to determine its importance.
Pruning is the operation that is applied to reduce graphs. This operation takes into account the results of the weighting, the verbal patterns to remove the irrelevant nodes and the compression rate or threshold to establish how many nodes should be included in the resulting summary.
Sentences selection stage. This stage aims to select the sentences that will be part of the final summary. Our hypothesis is that knowing the model of the student it will be possible to create a personalized summary. The summary will be constructed from a set of rules and algorithms that will be based on the student's learning style. Subsequently, the sentences are selected according to the order of the documents in which they appear first, and then in the order in which they appear inside the document, to avoid inconsistencies. As a result, the collection of documents is summarized.
In order to evaluate our model, the resulting summary will be evaluated with ROUGE metrics [38] . We use ROUGE metrics because they are automatic metrics which do not need human judges to measure the quality of the summaries and because they are standard metrics used by several research projects.
Conclusions and Future Work
The exponential growing of digital documents has motivated the development of technologies as the natural language processing. A field of this area is the automatic text summarization, which is the process of extracting or collecting important information from original text, and showing as summary. Despite there have been diverse efforts, automatic text summarization is in an initial stage. Most researches are interested in to generate a standard summary where particulars needs of readers are not considered.
We propose a model of a personalized summarization according on a student model. This due to the model intends integrate to an intelligent learning environment.
For the time being, we propose to personalize summaries based on the learning styles theory. However, we want examine other ways to personalize the summary; such as, schooling level, age, among other characteristics.
An important contribution of our model will be the linguistic resources. Which will be constructed in the Spanish language. Currently, there is no great variety of resources for the Spanish language.
In this paper, we presented our proposal method for generating Personalized Summaries in Spanish based on Learning Styles Theory. Although this work is in an initial state, we are working on the generation of the user's model.
